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THE PRONUNCIATION OF COPTIC IN THE
CHURCH OF EGYPT
BY Dr G. P. G. SOBHY
IN the following article I do not wish to be dogmatic in the least, but I base
my personal opinions on deductions which I shall explain hereafter. My two guiding
criteria are the way the present Copts pronounce their own language, and also the
Arabic language-for they do not pronounce the latter as the Arabs do-and the
second is the actual variations in the spelling of words as found in different MSS.
There is no doubt that the Copts had rules for the pronunciation of their language,
and, although they were never recorded, I believe these rules must have been so selfobvious as to make such recording unnecessary.
All modern books written on Coptic by native authors adopt more or less a mutilated
form of Greek pronunciation and apply it entirely to their language. Unfortunately
none of our native authors here knows sufficient Greek to realise the outstanding mistakes
he is trying to form into rules applicable to the Coptic language. I believe that an
ordinary uneducated priest in reciting any Coptic prayer in Church, pronounces the
language much more correctly, and naturally too, than if he followed those erroneous
rules set down in the modern Coptic books-for he has the inherent power of forming
the sounds of the different characters in the language of his forefathers. Indeed he
pronounces the Arabic language itself as if it were Coptic. Often and often this fact
struck me while I was at Church, standing at a distance from the officiating priest,
when it was impossible for me-and I believe for many others-to decide whether he
was chanting in Arabic or in Coptic. I must not however be too generalising in my
statements. All the priests who have not adopted the modern artificial method of
Coptic pronunciation utter most of their words as if they were spelt according to the
Sahidic dialect. It must be remembered also that the Church pronunciation of Coptic
is the same all over Egypt as I have verified it myself; except in the case of Girga
where local characteristics of pronunciation are alluded to (see below). In Alexandria
the pronunciation is certainly contaminated with modern innovations. It is only in
Upper Egypt and some places of Lower Egypt where old priests are still officiating
that one hears the Church pronunciation in its purest form. It was the Patriarch, the
Bishop of Fayyum and the late Bishop of Khartfum, who dictated to me the pronunciation of the Lord's Prayer appended at the end of this article. Each one of
them dictated it separately and by comparison I found the three versions absolutely
the same.

G. P. G. SOBHY
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The following is a table showing the names and values of the Coptic alphabet
according to Church pronunciation.
XL
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Eiy

H

So-ou
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c
g
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-u-; when final=b.
Before &, o, w = -;

)

English -d-.
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-a- short as in English am; a long in English Father.

t.

J

otherwise hard g.

Pronounced exactly as XL above.

Only in numerals.
z in the English word zeal.
Generallypronouncedas i or the sound of English ee in queen; occasionally
as long d as in English (bath).
= t invariably.

i in the English word pick, or the sound of ee in queen.
English k.
,,
,,

Niy
jE
EExi

1.
m.

,,

n.

,,

x=ks.

o in the English word not; or

in the English word pope.
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Ow

II
C
T

Biy
Ro
Sima
Dau

T

Hey

i as in English pick, or 3= English ow in how e.g. n &- is pronouncedndu;

?4'

Biy, Fiy

= himnoc.
=
&i.Mu&cq aumasf ; but TMnoc
= bb; occasionally ph as in Philip.

X

Chiy

P

31

^

,

)

L3,

r.
s in the English word sun.
d.

in all Coptic words=ch in English choir; in Greek words=ch in Scotch
loch=-

IP
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WJ
q
)
a
x2
6'
'1'

H6ry
Ganga
Chima
Dy

before ~,, o, to, e.g.

yopoc,

X,&pzc, but=ch

chair before e, iH, , and r, e.g. Xepc, Xepo?
= bs.

Ebsy
] Oo
Shay
Faiy
Khai

d

b.

English
,,
,,
,,

=

5I

6 as in the English word bone.

~-

=sh in the English sheep.
=f.
Arabic i. kh guttural.

-

as in English

iMt.

A h in English here.

;3

Soft as in English George; hard as in English good.
in English word chair.
CAh
=di.

Note.-The accent (') which is placed on consonants and sometimes on vowels represents always the
sound e in the English word ebony.

Thus the definite articles in, d, ', u, 4 are always pronounced

-eb-, -et-, etc.; also in regular words whether Coptic or Greek. Thus all such words as Xc~ u,
ntpo.aii,

TIA, iin,

K, RHpoc,

are pronounced eteshimi, enrdmi, ebdimi, eblin, ekliros, etc.
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x, 6. Generally speaking there is no difference in the Church pronunciation of
these two letters. The interchange between these two letters is common in the different
and so
dialects of Coptic. The word epoR is pronounced as if it were written &poOK
forth wherever the letters appear. There is no difference also between H and 1, but in
some words even H is pronounced as if it were &.,e.g. ni4Hoyi is always pronounced nifdwi.
The combinations ov, oov, HOTI,&T, eT, HI. With the first two combinations the
accent is usually employed and their pronunciation resembles exactly the Arabic .i,
the syllable HOTS is
i.e. with the letter 3 doubled; thus io?o is pronounced .4-eb6,;
always uttered dwi-St 1; a&, ev are pronounced dA and iH is 'y-LSt.
The letter I1 may have been pronounced in ancient times, particularly in the
Northern Dialects, as the English v. The ancient Egyptian letter J which must have
been the original of the letter A in value does not appear to have been pronounced
like v. In names of Roman emperors, where the letter v figured, it was always trans. The Church pronounces it to-day invariably as 4
literated by the letters
I,
when it figures in the beginning or middle of words; but it is pronounced as b when
niwun; but c-ooT^ at4db, OTHdl= idb. This
-=it is final. Thus &o- = d4l, mAn
rule is quite invariable.
The letter r only figures in Greek words and occasionally in some Sahidic words
where it may represent either R or the sound g as in English gun.
The modern Church pronounces it exactly like the Arabic t before the letters &,
ta, o, and consonants. In words where it is followed by c, K, or z, it takes the sound
=:a^
taghma.
of hard g as in gun. Thus they say 1eopxroc= Gawargios, but T
Thus
When it is followed by another xv it is pronounced as in Greek =n.
=
Noc
ax-e
angelos.
a is always pronounced as d.
'.
Very rarely does this letter stand for c in Coptic words such as it does in
the word a&n;i&, " school," from caco,"to learn," and even then it is pronounced more
like an s than z. Ordinarily it only figures in Greek words.
H. Sometimes pronounced as an & short or long, see above. Ordinarily as an z,
in English tip or i long as in Italian vita.
0. The modern Church pronunciation is invariably like the English letter t. In
certain words it appeared to be the representative of two letters -t, pronounced as th
in the English word through, e.g. o(Ac Bohairic for To(wAc in Sahidic.
Sometimes it stands for a simple w, e.g. Boh. IOoR, Sah. nilT, KiroR. At any rate
it is always pronounced as t in the Church.
K stands for the simple letter k.
X stands for 1. In Ancient Egyptian apparently the letters I and r interchanged
frequently. In FayyAmish the letter A stands for p so often that it becomes one of
the characteristics of the dialect.
II, H stand for the simple sounds of m, n.
~, a compound of K and c, is always pronounced as such.
0 is pronounced like the English o in pope or o in not.
nI is now pronounced as b. It interchanges with +, but the latter then is also
Journ. of Egypt. Arch. it.
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pronounced as b. Thus we have ^ki and ua., which are both pronounced bay just as
we have T&J and o-& which are both pronounced tay.
P.

See under X.

C represents the sound of s as in English sister.
T is always given the value of d. Thus Tovto = dAo, JMI= dimi, T^Aai& = Damiadi.
In certain words, however, for which the reason cannot be given, it is pronounced
as English t, as in JToR= ent6k (unless because the letter stands here for o),
CI~ooT= sioAt, etc.
In modern colloquial Arabic the letter d is always pronounced like t at Mansfurah
and in almost all the towns on the eastern branch of the Delta, up to Damietta. In
Upper Egypt, however, especially round about Akhmlm and Girgah, the sound d often
stands for g. The people there say 'Dordy' for Giorgy, and 'Damian' for Gamian, and
'Dirdis' for Girgis. This however does not mean that they cannot pronounce the
letter g when it occurs in words; but to some people it is sometimes very difficult to
pronounce the hard g. Priests of these localities often say 'Dawardios' for Gawargios
and the name Daward is very common amongst them.
T. In Coptic-words it stands for the sound of u in the English word mule. It
is never, however, pronounced as v aspirated in combinations as ^, ?e%,etc. They are
always pronounced d4. In words as iHOvBoh. and _Hw Sah. both are pronounced as
the English word how.
4. This letter is pronounced in the Church (1) as AL; they say cti = bdy,
= Filopatir. This happens in
~AIOFo= emboi. (2) as an ordinary f, as in +4Aon&iTHp
proper names. It is never pronounced as the English v.
X. This letter occurs sometimes in Coptic words when it stands for R, the
second personal pronoun affixed to verbs of the present tense, indicative mood, e.g.
as in xwopeA for
~n&AroT= ekna4l; xo'mopn = ekdorb. Sometimes it stands for
is
too
it
Here
as
it
has
R.
Otherwise
two
values
in Greek words,
pronounced
ewtopeA.
=
in
as
in
English
ch
before
or
ch
=Arabic
chere,
chair,
c,
i, H;
(1)
^., as in
epe
=
=
=
.
i;
- ., before o, 0o.
,
pxpx
Xopoc
wj3A-; Xoo0r1ont E
T is pronounced as bs.
Ul. There is not much difference between it and o except in certain positions,
when to always receives the tonic accent in words.
!!. This is always pronounced as sh in the English word sheep.
= Arabic =ch in the Scotch word loch.
q=f.
8, as the English h in here.
W. This letter is invariably pronounced in the Churches of Upper Egypt as soft g
in George. In the Churches of the North it has the softened sound of g only before
the vowels H, 1, when pronounced as i in Italian. It follows that because the letters e and i
usually are pronounced as &, it retains the hard value before them, e.g. uexm =pegdi
and -e = ga (bard); but xIzcAc=jismis (soft) and -tH=ji (soft). See also under '.
6'. This is always pronounced as ch in English chair. Mistakenly it is pronounced
as sh in English she.
I =di.
Now for the pronunciation of words as a whole. In Coptic as in other languages
the exact pronunciation depends on the different situation of the tonic accent on the
'
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different syllables of the word and the exact quantity one would give to the vowels.
Fortunately Egyptians in adopting the Greek characters to write their language with,
in the formation of Coptic, did not copy their old mode of not writing the vowels but
have written each word completely and thus Coptic has come to be read and pronounced
exactly as it is written. Of the exact position of the accent on the different syllables
of a word nothing but hearing avails, and in this I may seem rather absutrd, for the
Coptic language has ceased to be spoken: but in my opinion it has never done so.
Its unbroken use in the Church has undoubtedly preserved its pronunciation, for it
has been thus handed down from one generation of priests to another until our days;
and in my own belief a priest who has learned to pronounce this language from his
predecessor without the use of the modern sophisticated rules of pronunciation exhibited
by Coptic authors in their writings does inherently pronounce it more rightly than
any other man.
I append here the Lord's Prayer with a full transliteration according to the
indigenous priest's pronunciation. Before doing so, I should like to draw the attention
of the reader to the short but succinct rules given by Mallon in his Grammaire Copte
on p. 10 et seq.
apiren

OTBcl^uMOT

-2m

:

cTe6en

IeUnIxT

Arid&n enemebsha engos xan Ashabehm6t ga : Bani6t adXan nifafii
eMpHr
neTre^naK
^&pecq!gom
MapeqTooTho nxe neKp&n *&pecl
marafduo enga bakr&n marasi enga dakmadufro badahnak marafsh6bi emebrAdi
6ene

T<?

nIC

gsZeII

UK&PI

nciuo(K

rTC

p&Cj

MHiq

nK&n At1OOT

ban6ik enda rasdi maif nan
2n
n&ni eAo\
inienxw. cAoo kniterovont
iep' pi
nieTepon
niadarbn nan &AAlemebradi h6n endank6 AAl enniadfion

xan

etba nam higan ebkahi

nAuepCeTen

c^oTnCm ^eapcc
P^C"OC

embarendan AXftn abirasm6s
Inc nbench. Aikin.
tsfis banchois. Amin.

.7??\& na

alla

Cn

nahman

iiOi
&n?T

A&l ha

r

O?O

nr&n

Xx

At6h ka

embofi

eptooT oopT

end&n Ar6fi fh
wxv)0 -ne

bibath6ft

xan

iiJxc

biXristos
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